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14+ 
Years

160000+ 
Security Checks

0.001% 
Total False

Positives
Into Security Research  
and Intelligence

Curating the World’s 
Largest SCAP Database

Most Accurate 
Detection Capabilities

25+ 
Countries

Worldwide customers across 
continents and industries

500+ 
Enterprises

Across the Globe

High-quality vulnerability & patch management 

solutions seemed expensive solutions from Qualys 

and Tenable. Thankfully we found high quality & 

affordable alternative with SecPod’s SanerNow.

“

“Norm M.,
Chief Security Officer, Inspirage



Uncover and Eliminate The Most Obvious Attack 
Vectors in Your IT 

As a result of inadequate visibility into IT infrastructure, organizations are often unaware of 

the most obvious attack vectors, which result in cyberattacks. Even the slightest security 

loophole is sufficient for an attacker to exploit the network in today’s era of increasingly 

complex cyberattacks. 

For IT security teams to build an unbreachable security posture, obtaining holistic and deeper 

visibility into the IT infrastructure is imperative. Impeccable visibility with collective details 

on numerous artifacts will enable IT security teams to spot the aberrations, deviations, and 

outliers lurking in the networks. With insights into these security anomalies, IT teams can easily 

eliminate the risks, differentiate the known good, and normalize IT infrastructure, preventing 

an array of attacks. 

Discover and Eliminate Anomalies with SanerNow 
Continuous Posture Anomaly Management 

SecPod SanerNow Continuous Posture Anomaly Management (CPAM) provides holistic 

visibility into your IT as you have never seen before. By collectively monitoring 100s of device 

parameters and 1000s of artifacts, SanerNow CPAM discovers Posture Anomalies, including 

the outliers, aberrations, and deviations present in your network. SanerNow CPAM uses 

statistical analysis, machine learning, and deviation computation methods to uncover these 

anomalies and potential risks. It also provides the necessary built-in actions to eliminate these 

anomalies instantly from the same console. 

Gain 5X deeper 
visibility into IT 
Infrastructure

Reduce Software 
Bill Of Material 

[SBOM] 

Normalize IT for 3X 
Better Cyberattack 

Prevention 



Redefine Cyberattack Prevention with SanerNow 
Continuous Posture Anomaly Management

Add a new spin to your cyberattack prevention process by getting a bird’s eye view 

of your IT infrastructure. Easily eliminate anomalies and strengthen security posture. 

Gain Rapid Security Mileage

Utilize comprehensive and insightful intelligence. Prior to implementing critical 

security measures, normalize IT infrastructure to improve operational efficiency. 

Improve Operational Efficiency 

Leverage statistical analysis, machine learning, and deviation computation methods 

to discover and eliminate anomalies in the network. 

Take Control Over Anomalous Loopholes

Get rid of hidden security risks. Implement more effective security measures with 

confidence and reduce risk exposure.  

Eliminate Hidden Uncertainties 



Attain Holistic Cyber Awareness and Normalize 
IT Infrastructure 

Differentiate and let only known-good assets reside in your IT infrastructure and 

eliminate unwanted ones. Reduce and take control over SBOM (Software Bill of 

Material).

Declutter your IT Infrastructure, Eliminate the Unnecessary 

Assets, and Control Your SBOM 

Discover and learn about your environment in a way you haven’t seen before, and be 

surprised by what you find with impeccable insights. 

Get a  Microscopic View of Your IT and Discover the Unknown 

Security Risks

Identify any deviations in crucial security controls. Ensure continuous and smooth 

functioning of the security controls to protect the network from security mishaps.

Monitor Security Controls and Identify Deviations in Functioning  

Machine Learn Your  IT Collectively and Identify Aberrations 

Through Statistical Analysis 

Through Machine Learning concepts and Statistical Analysis, SanerNow CPAM 

collectively assesses your IT infrastructure and discovers outliers or aberrations in 

the network.



Powerful Capabilities of SanerNow Continuous 
Posture Anomaly Management 

Run continuous and daily automated scans and discover anomalies

Get deeper visibility to over 2000+ device parameters and 75+ anomaly 

computation rules

Identify anomalous posture through statistical anomaly computation 

Whitelist necessary IT and make it known good

Analyze an array of security controls and spot deviations

Prioritize the anomalies based on the confidence score

Remediate all anomalies with built-in-actions

Examine your security posture with insightful dashboard and reports



Leverage Continuous Posture Anomaly 
Management with Advanced Vulnerability 
Management to Elevate Security

Achieve continuous security risk and compliance posture by extending continuous posture 

anomaly management with advanced vulnerability management capabilities. Increase 

security by multiple folds with holistic visibility, ability to manage vulnerabilities beyond CVEs, 

integrated remediation, hundreds of security controls, continuous compliance to top industry 

benchmarks, and end-to-end automation.   



Schedule a Demo and Let’s Show You What We Tell 

ASK FOR DEMO

About SecPod

SecPod is a cyber security technology company. We prevent cyberattacks. We do everything 

to prevent attacks on the computing environment. Our product helps implement cyber hygiene 

measures, so attackers have a tough time piercing through. 

 

Our SanerNow CyberHygiene platform provides continuous visibility to the computing environment, 

identifies vulnerabilities and misconfigurations, mitigates loopholes to eliminate attack surface, 

and helps automate these routines. Our product philosophy is offering simplicity and automation 

to make the job of security administrators slightly better.

info@secpod.com / www.secpod.com

Contact Us


